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: * I, INTRODUCTION

' Since 1962 SUPARCO has been launching sounding rockets with sodium payload for studying the

_'_' wind structure of the stratosphere and mesosphere (Rahmatullah 196Z). It was therefore quite natural

_it to extend the upper atmospheric studies to include temperature measurements. The grenade technique
has been successfully employed for temperature studies of the upper atmosphere by NASA scientists
(Stroud et al, 195oitn the U.S.Ao and by British scientists (Bowenet al, 1964) from University Col-i

' ii tege, London. A manual describing the rocket grenade experiment (Nordberg and smith, 1962) has
also been prepared by NASA.

In the rocket grenade experiment a dozen or more grenades flown on a rocket are timed to ex-

plode at regular intervals from about _5 krn to 90 km and the ..lines of explosions are precisely recor-
ded. The sound from the grenade explosions is picked up by an array of microphones placed in close ,_

proximity to the range and the time of arrival of sound from the grenades is recorded at each micro-
phone. The time taken by the sound from each grenade explosion to reach the various microphones is .'-_"_

• ! _ a function of the temperature of the intervening layers of the atmosphere. , _

The experiment requires accurate determination of the grenade burst position. NASA scien- ,v

! tists have used DOVAP tracking for this purpose, whereas British scientists have made use of ballis-

, i used any time in day or night, but the photographic method can be used only at night. The latter has the

distinct advantage that it does not depend on any expensive tracking facility.I t was, therefore, decided

to adopt the British method for conducting the grenade experiment from Sonmlani range in Pakistan.

The grenade experiment has been conducted under a tripartite cooperative agreement between

SUPARCO, NASA and BNCSR. Negotiations on the cooperative programme were initiated during the

visit of Sir Harrie Massey to Karachi in September 1962. The details of the experiment were worked

out in several meetings held off and on during 1963-64 between Dr. G,V. Groves of University Col- "-

• - lege, London, and Mr, M, Rahmatuttah, Director of SUPARCO. As Pakistan had then only Nike-

Cajun/Apache launching facilities at the Sonmiani Range, NASA's cooperation in the acquisition of ....-
rockets was deemed necessary for the success of the project. Dr. I.H. Usmanl, Co-Chairman,

' SUPARCO, wrote to Mr. A. Frutkin, Assistant Administrator, NASA soliciting his assistance in the
:T

procurement of rocket hardware for the grenade experiment.



After protracted correspondence a meeting was held at SUPARCO headquarters in Karachi on

218t January 1965 between the representatives of the three space research organisations to work out

the mOdUS operandi of the experiment and to apportion responsibilities to the participants as outlined
in the Memo'randum of'Under_tanding signed on 18-I-1965 (Annex-ll). Dr. G,V, Groves represented

BNCSR, SUPRACO was charged with the responsibility of coordinating the conduct of the experiment.

operating the launching site and associated facilities and reducing the data. BNCSR agreed to provide

the six grenade payloads, loan all the ground equipment essential for the conduct of the experiment ,,

and assist Pakistan in the operation and maintenance of the equipment and in reducing the data. NASA ,:
agreed to provide six Hike-Cajun/Apache vehicles and also promised continued technical assistance in _v_

the maintenance of the U.S, equipment loaned earlier.

! IL DETAILS OF EXPERIMENT

!The first j_renade experiment as outlined in the Memorandum of Understanding was conducted
i_ on April 29, 1965. Since then the remaining five planned launehings have been conducted as shown in _'

_ the following table:

I :: Date Time Rocket Type Payload Ex. ,periment Remarks

:'_ (U. T.) !I

! ""._ 29.4.65 1732 Hike-Cajun Grenade Wind & Temperature Successful -
(REHBAR VII) (Zimney) 30-90 Kilometers.

_" _:_ 30, 4, 65 1837 Nike-CaJun -dO- -dO- Partly
..... _ (REHBAR VIII) Successful

'_ 24.3.66 1531 Hike-Cajun Grenade -dO- Successful
_i (REHBAR Xl) (British)
!:

_ 27.3, 66 1712 Nike-Apache -dO- -dO- Successful
(REHBAR XII

26.4.66 0012 Nike-Apache Grenade + Winds 30-140 Grenade failure,
;.:I (REHBAR XIII) T, M,A, Kilometers Tern- TMA successful
.,_ (British) perature 30-90 Km,

29, 11, 67 0106 Nike-Apache -dO- Winds 30-140 Kilo- Par_ly
: (REHBAR XIV) meters, Temperature successful
, 30-90 Km. shock-wave

• - " i measurements.

ii The first two experiments were carried out with grenade payload manufactured by the Zimney Corpora*
', lion of California, U.S.A. The first firing was successful when nine out of 12 grendaes were ejected
r and their flashes were recorded on ballistic cameras installed at four stations, Uthal, Naka Khari,Hab

_ Chowki and Karachl as shown in Fig, 1. Due to the peculiar terrain at Sonmiani range it was consi-

advisable to the microphone network into two distinct with separate recorders lo-
dered split up arrays

cate_ at Sonmiani range and Hab Chowki as shown in Figs, 2(a) and 2(b),

, The second launching on 30th April 1965 was partly successful as only two flashes were
recorded optically an d fOur acoustically. The other two flashes were outside the field of view of the

ballistic cameras. On the basfs of the acoustic data of the four ejected grenades it was inferred that

the vehicle had encountered unduly large drag due to malfunction of the payload resulting in the loss _,--

Of altitude and failure of the experiment.

The second campaign for the grenade experiment was organised in March/April 1966 in which _--

the grenade payload developed by the University College, London, was used. Rehbar XI was launched

on 24 March 1966 wherein 20 out of 25 grenades were ejected. The performance in case o_ Rehbar XII
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_ was even better when 23 grenades were ejected. With Rehbar XIIIa composite Grenade-TMA payload

_:i developed by U. C. L. was used. This was the first firing of the composite payload with the Nike-
Apache rocket. In this payload the first 20 grenades were timed to eJectfrom 30 to 87 Km for acous-

tic recording, while the last five were planned to be ejected about 90 km for glow experiments. TMA
_; was released between 80 and 135 kin. The experiment was only partially successful as no grenades

_ were ejected, but TMA was released as planned. Investigations with the payload brought out the fact

"_" that the acceleration encountered in the flight of the rocket caused a break in the timer circuit.

..... The final launching of the composite grenade-TMA payload with Rehbar XIV was done on Novem-

/._/ her 29, 1967. In addition to the wind and temperature measurements, photo-optic and photo-electrlc :_i

,... measurements of velocity of grenade burst shock waves in TMA Trial were also planned. The payload

p_rformed _ell, but the ledex apparently failed to step first time abnormally delayed the ejection of 112
; the grenades. The TMA part was a complete success except that the late ejection of the grenades af*

fected th6 shock wave pattern. :_

III. GROUND EOUIPMENT

The deatiis of the ground equipment used in connection with the grenade experiment are Sum.,

_ marised below,

!
,_. 1. S.R. MK1 Hot Wire Microphones |., The theory of the rocket grenade experiment requires that the time of the grenade flash and the

_ acoustic signal originated from the grenade explosion should be recorded very accurately. The choice ,
f

_. Of the microphone is governed by two considerations. Firstly it should be sensitive enough to record
_ * the weak acoustic signal from the grenade explosions which are timed to occur at various heights rang-

_i ing from 2S km to 90 km. Secondly the microphone should be capable of identifying the weak acoustic

._' signal from the noise caused by natural pressure fluctuations. S.R. MKI hot wire microphones which
i:: had been used in earlier rocket grenade experiments at Woomera were used in Pakistan. S.R. MKI is
,_. essentially a Helmholtz resonator with an enclosed volume of 9000 cm 3. The air oscillates between
_ the enclosed volume of the resonator and the ambient atmosphere. In the neck or throat of the reso-

_" nator a hot wire element, which consists of fine platinum wire of about 6 microns diameter is placed.

The resistance of the element when hot, is about 300 ohms. It is kept at just below red heat by pass- '_

ing a D.C. current through it and because of its low beat capacity_ it readily change_ temperature,
: when the air in the neck of the resonator is in motion. Inner resonators are coupled internally to the
_' main Helmholtz resonator of the S.]I. MKI. A mechanical cross-section of S.R. MKI is shown in

:_'_ Fig. 3. It has proved reliable in the grenade experi_nent and has demonstrated its insensivity to

_ moisture having operated from a water fitted pit. A detailed study of the S. R, IviKl microphone has
i been made by Dr. R.W. Procunier (1966) at University College, London. He has also designed a mul-

l tiplex system for accoustic recording to be used in conjunction with an S. R. MKI microphone array, i

; The system proved its efficiency in the grenade experiments performed at Sardinia in 1965.

._ 2. Flash DetectorThe initial time of detonation of the grenades is obtained by means of a ground-based optical

flashdetector, which is connected to one of the channels ofthe recording uniJ:o The high output from

.: . the grenade flashes is sufficient for night time detection and has a broad spectrum peaking at about

"_: : 1 micron.

_i The flash detector was assembled at University College, London. It uses a 609? B photo-muI.
_ tiplier, the output from which is coupled to Cathode follower (CV 4014 valve) and finally connected to

• the recorder. The photo-multiplier is blue-green sensitive covering the range 0. ) to 0.? micron_ and

has a sensitivity of ?0 micro-stops/fume. The 11 dynOdes require a maximum interchange potential
of I00 volts. The circuit of the photo-multiplier is given in Fig. 4.

All power supplies to the flash detector unit were furnished from a unit manufactured for this

purpose by E.M. W,_reham (Measuring System) Ltd. Hertfordshire, on behalf of Unive.rsity College,

London.

_ The unit was designed to supply an unstabllised D.C. output of _00 V at _0 mA positive with

respect to the ground and a negative output of 1200 V stabilised to I_/0. It could also supply 6.) or
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4 V a. _. at 2-1/Z A with one side grounded. Silicon semi-conductor rectifiers were used in pre-
f_ r,,nc'e to valves. The construction of the unit allowed for the possibility of operation under conditions

of high humidity and ambient ter_|peratures upto 60°C, The operating voltage for the unit was 200-
260 V 40 to 60 c/s.

3. l_ecordin_ Equipment
The ground equipment (Fig. 5) for" recording the sOUnd waves picked up by the microphones and

!i transmitted on wires consist of four units described below.
i
i (a) POWer Supply Unit : The power supply unit derives its initial supply from a 12 volt battery _-

and suitably develops this, sO that the unit provides all the power suppliel "for both' the ampli-
_i fier and Recorder units.

The positive side of the 1Z volt battery is connected to a switch which, on closing, supplies the
fiiamef_tS of all vatvei in the amplifier unit, the heater of all valves in the Recorder Unit and]
the anode volts for the valve maintained vibrating bar.o..

The power jt_pplies of 135 volts, 300 volts and 500 volts (nominal) are obtained by means of
the H.T. Vibrator Unit. The 135 volt supply from the power supply unit provides the H.T.| !
voltage for all valves in the seven channel Amplifier Unit.

The 300 volt supply furnishes the anode supply amplifier and power
for the valve output stage

• in the Recorder Unit.

The 500 volts D.C. supply is obtained from one winding of the I4, T, Vibrator Transformer
_ after rectification by metal rectifiers. This provides the current for the recorder pens. A
_! voltmeter is provided and a selection switch allows for all the voltages to be measured.

The vibrator and associated transformer, cho'ke etc. are mounted on a metal base. The vibra-

tor is of plug-in type and can readily be replaced when necessary. _i

(b) Lines Test Unit: All lines from the microphones are eom_ected to the Lines Test Unit,
which allows for the employment of any number u_to seven microphones. The switching ar-
rangement allows for the following operations:

I. Any line or lines to be tested for insulation and continuity, i _

I2. Any or all of the seven microphones to be switched over to the Recorder Unit.

3. Current for the hot wire microphones to be measured and adjusted for lines of :_""-_.:_'"

different resistance. _._.:-."._ ,, ,_,_:
4. Two screw adjustments to adjust the zero reading of the meter when being USed as _ _'"4

k

an ohm meter. .....
Sockets are provided for cables to connect the microphone circuits to the Amplifier Unit and _i_,_ +....

' to connect the unit to the microphone battery. _,

(c) AmPlifier Unit: The Amplifier Unit is designed to amplify individually the input from each
microphone before it is applied t o the coil' of its corresponding pen at the Record.er Unit. There
are eight channel amplifiers (seven working and one spare) and all are identical. Each ampli-
fier has three stages of push-pull amplification as shown in Fig. 6. The frequency response of
each s.mplifier is linear within 3 dB betwe ,I 10 _, 80 C/S, when the signal source impedence "'_
equals 1500 ohms or less. i

By means of gain controles each _hannel ar_plifier can be adjusted, so that the pen deflections "-'_
on the recording paper can be kept _o a reasonable amplitude for reading of the record. Each
dial is calibrated from 0-I0 over _?0 ° and change of gain for each division is about 6 dR.
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_,, The input from each microphone is connected to the primary winding of an input transformer. ,_'
_ Two resistors of identical valve are connected in series across this winding and earthed at

_i their common point in order to balance the input with respect to earth. The input impedence
v,. is independent of the gain control setting. Connections to each amplifier are made through _ ,'_'

_i,:_ twelve pin socket secured to thefrontpanel and an appropriate plug fittedto the front of each :;;_i
_"::_ amplifier chassis. All the amplifiers are interchangeable, and each is held securely in place _
, l_,
,_. by a spring clip. ,

.o.

'_ 4. Recorder Unit :

_:: The seven pen recorder is utilisedto record the difference in time of arrival of the sound _._
'_ wave at various microphones and the time at which grenade flashes occur. Hence one of the channels ,
_ is connected to the flash detector and one isused as a time base, This leaves only five channels for ._

i/ the microphones at each station.

.:_ The recording is made on Teledeltos paper. This paper has a metallised backing and a chemi- _

°_: cally treated front surface. The paper is supported in the Recorder Unit on an earthed metal roller,
,i: which is situated immediately beneath the pen tips which bear on it. Wh_.n the Recorder Unit is in "_

i , operation, the paper is drawn over the roller and current flows from the pen tips Which marks the i
'7 '.

._ . surface of the paper with a thin clear black trace. On the front of the recorder unit is mounted a press ,_
•..!_ button which, when pressed, releases a catch and allows the recorder to be withdraWn from its carry-
_,:_ ing case for reloading with paper, pen adjustment, etc.

_',_ i The paper is driven through a two speed gear box by a three phase synchronous motor, and the

•_" I speed can be changed by means of a gear change control knob mounted on front of the Recorder. This m"

speed control has three positions, HIGH - NEUTRAL - LOW. Inthe Neutral position the gears are i_
, disengaged.

i_i? At high speed the paper is driven through the Recorder Unit at a speed of 13.5 cm/sec, and at
:_ low speed at 6.75 cm/sec. The output from each channel of the Amplifier is connected to its corres-

__..... ponding coilunit on the Recorder system. The coilunits are numbered from the centre outwards i.e,
. No. I is the pen nearest to the centre ofthe Recorder Unit. The moving coilunits are mounted side by

_ side between the poles of horse-shoe magnet and each coilis identical, l "

_i Each coll unit carries a light pen, which is 5 cm in length and is made of extruded duralumin.
":: A short length of iridio-platinum wire projects at right angles from the end of the pen and bears upon
_' the surface of the teledeltos paper. 5- spring keeps the pen bearing upon the surface of the paper at a , -

_ _ pressure of 0.25 g + 0. I g. In order to facilitate the insertion of a new roll of paper the pens may be ,..
...._: " raised by means of a lever. Each pen is insulated from its associated moving coiland is connected

_,_ through a _20 K decoupling and current limiting resister to the 500 volt supply. The' average resis= i TM '"'
>_.., tance of the paper is _000 ohms and the current for each pen is approximately 2 mA. Since the paper
_-', resistance is small compared with the 220 K ohms, any variation in the paper resistance willmake no

_i_:_ appreciable change in the pen current, and the 'blackness' of the trace will remain substantially _ ,.

uniform. _.
[

The sensitivityof the complete coil and pe_tunit is such that a deflection of I cm is obtained

_._i when 150 mAd. c. passe, through the coil. The natural frequency of the unit is 75c/s. The frequen- r.:.
_ oy response of the pen system is flat between _ d_ from 5 to 75 c/s. The three phase synchronous _..,;,c__

_ motor for the paper drive is controlled by a valve maintained oscillating bar to give a high degree of
accuracy in paper speed. It is most important that there should be no vibration in the paper speed
during operation, otherwise time errors could be introduced resulting in inaccurate record. The
block diagram of the motor circuit is given in Fig. 7. The bar oscillates in the transverse mode and

, is made of an alloy 'Ni*Span C _. The length is critical as it determines the frequency of oscillation. _ . .
It is such that the bar oscillates at a frequency of )00 c/s.

5. Cameras

' SUPARCO has used K-_4 cameras for photographing the grenade burst positions and the TMA
trail from the opt_ "el stations established for the grenade experiment. The magazine of the camera

4
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houses filmof 5-I/2*_widthand 56' lengthand the _icturesizeis 5_ x 5". The focal,lengthofthe
camera is 178 rum withfocalnumbers: F/Z.8, 4, 5.6,8,II and 16.

IV. OUTLINE OF THE METHOD OF COMPUTATION

The generaltheoryof thegrenade experiment has been worked outby Dr. G.V. Groves (1956).
i As thewave lengthoftheacousticdisturbanceis shortcompared withatmospheric scaleheight,pro-

pagationis treatedby geometric optics.It is assumed thatthewind components are small compared
withthe speed of sound and the variationin the speed ofsound withheightis alsorelativelysmall.

The basic principleof thetheoryis illustratedinFig. 8. The sound from grenade explosion

atA is recorded by an array ofmicrophones (MI, M 2, M3 .........M n)with positionsdenOtedby Xi,
' Yi, Zi, etc.The positionof themicrophones and the camera stationisdetermined byaccurate survey.

_, Ifthedisturbanceis travellingWitha velocityc througha medium moving withthreecompo-

nentsu,v, and w inthe x,y and z direction,and Ti,is thetraveltime from A microphone M i,itis

" i possibleto determineu,v0w and C when thenumber of microphone used is4 or more.

| ! The traveltimes from the grenade burstpositionA are definedinterms ofu.v.z, thethree
_! wind components, C the speed ofsound atheightZ inthe followingform:

Io IZwdz
_,., u= "uaz,V-o _vaz 'W'o

c-_Zcdz

:)

Groves (1956)has shown thatunder theabove assumptionsthe followingequationis satisfied: '"'

(u + x£ zt )2+ (v + z£ z£ )2 + (w + z_.I2
T--'T" W T-T

2 ( 1 )
= C (i+¢)

¢ stands for certain small order terms which account for less than one percent correction.

The second and higher order effects arises from:

'_, I) the supersonicvelocityinthe neighbourhoodof theexplosion.i

ill._ 2) refractioneffects

i
I 3) departure of the microphones from a horizontal reference plane. The higher
_I order terms have alsobeen worked out indetailby Groves (1956,1957,1965).
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_:+ If we confine ourselves onlyto first order effects ¢ can be neglected and equation (11 can he .
_" written as
!: C2 U2 V 2 W2 2U XiZi+ ..___2.... _iZi/Ti

2 2

+,w +__'i (,) i!
!:+ I Transformation to the variable T"_ T2

;,_:,',(:,, S2 = C2 _ U2 . V2 _ W2 i j

.'-_}}'' makes the equation linear with respect to the variables U,V,W and _-S2 s_nce all the remaining terms

';_:,_,! U ,,o/z.u d z , V ,,oIz v d z , W ,,oSz w d Z

" C = o $z c d z

+ ' can be determined by the experiment. Thus four microphones determine a unique set of equations

[ _., enablingus to solve for U,V,W, and _Sz directly. _I

•_" } It has been observed that the vertical component of wind W can be neglected. The equation (2) I
• can be solved for three unknowns in which case three microphones are sufficient for a solution. But in

._., practice itis desirable to use more than three microphones to determine U.V S2 by the method of

_ i least squares. A check can. therefore, be made on errors in the da:a processing and Standard devia=
...." tion oU, _V, aC can be estimated. When U, V and C have been determined for a parti-

_,,_ cular burst, it is repeated for each burst and the values of U, V, W and dS=_.2 are obtained as a function

of altitudefrom which C can be determined easily by the following equation:

"_,i dS2

"1/2 --+UU + vV + wW
" ! c - az (_)

l From the speed of sound, the temperature T can be obtained by the formula

M C2T - -------- 141
, yR

/

y is the ratio of specific heats

R is the universal Gas Constant.

For dry air of ground level composition

,+.+-_, -. T '- 1_1.2

where C is measured in meters/second.
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S CIENTI FIC R ESU LTS ,_,

, REHBAR Vll - 29.4, 65

Temperature
The temperature profile obtained from the first firing (29 April '65) is shown in Fig. 9. For

comparison the CIRA 1965 (10) temperature profile has been also p!oted. The principal features of i
the temperature profile are:

1. D6uble maxima in the 40-_0 km region.

2, The stratopause temperature at 50 km is about 23°C higher than the corresponding CIRA
value,

i 3. The temperature at 30 km is about Z0°C lower than the model.
L

ii The occurrence of double maxima in t_.mperature profiles is also e_;ident in some Australian

firings from Woomera (31°S) and Carnavron (25°S), as reported by Role (11). A profile for 5 May
1961 over Wallops Island at 23.45 hours, reported by Nordberg and Smith (12), also shows pronounced

|_! double maxima, Several similar profiles also appear in a report by Peterson et al. _13).

many profiles in the same reports. In particular in Fig. I0 taken from (14), the falling sphere results

_:! show a very high stratopause temperature and very high gradients above and below the stratopause. In
_' the absence Of much other data from Sonmlani, it cannot yet be said whether this profile is truly re-
!_

__ presentative of the region or whether itis an exceptional case. Itmust be remembered, however, that
:_ the CIRA model is based essentially on western hemisphere data.

i_I
i:_ The abnormally low temperature at 30 km is supported by results from a concurrent radio-

i sonde release, which suggest a tropopause temperature of 180°K at about Zl kin. The U.S. standard
i:I at this altitudeis about zIg°K (15).
r_

_! Wind s

'_ The z--onalwind profile as obtained from this firing together with meteorological rocket sound- ' "
'i

ing results, is shown in Fig. ll(a). It is apparent from these profiles that the change from winter

! westerlies to summer easterilies first occurs around 50 km during mid April and gradually affects ,,,

_! the higher levels as the month progresses. By May the summer pattern is fairly welt established (16).

i',i The zonal winds about 30 km dO not exhibitany systematic pattern and could be easterly or westerly • ":_.
_I depending on a particular synoptic situation. _'_.. "_" ,,,
" ',tY'

,_ The meridional winds as represented in Fig. ll(b) are generally less than 5 m/s below 45 km. .' _ ,,,
i_', Between 45 and 60 km they exhibit oscillatory characteristics, As an average an oscillation(N-S-N) _"_,_*.

is completed in an altituderange of about I0 kin. The average meridional wind is about I0 m/s at __ " .,:.,
55 km and shows a tendency to increase with height. :_'

REHBAR Xl- 24.3.66 _,_ _!i'_

Temperature ,
The temperature profiles of the grenade ._irings conducted on Z4.3.66 and 27,3.66 are repre-

sented in Fig. 12. The first firing is marked by a double maxima at about 40 km and 50 km respec-

tively. The stratopause temperature is ?°C higher than the corresponding CIRA 1965 (I0) tempera- "_ ._
lure. Whereas the temperature at the tower maximum at 40 km is about 12°C higher than the corres-
ponding CIRA temperature; the temperature about 50 km is, in general, lower than the _IRA tempera-
ture. --.-_

The temperature data above 58 km have been rejected due to errors involved in the interpreta-
tion of the acoustic record of the grenade explosions.
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L, Wtnd_
,,(' In Order to study diurnal effect on the wind profile a ff_di-Dart fixing with copper chaff as pay-
" load was conducted on the morning of ZS, 3.66. 'The wind data from those two firings arc presented in "
:'i, Figs, 13 and 14. Thd profile of the zonal wind exhibited marked changes at the two IovelH coincident
_' with the two maxima ob,orvcd in the temp'erature sounding obtained from tlie grenade firing, At other !

levels the variations in the zonal wind were not so marked. _:,

' r'
The meridional wind, again, showed maximum variation in the two profiles between 40 and 50

._ ks. Above 55 km the meridional component changed from north in the evening to south in the morn- ,,

._,, ing. Similar diurnal changes in the meridional Wind component above 50 km have been observed by
Rahmatullah" and ffa_ri ,(17}' in the two ffudi-Dart firings conducted on 16, Z. 66 at 0430 Z and 13_6 _

,¢ re s pective ly. !.i'

i;",,_;_,.. REHEAR XII - 27. _..67 ,!

, Temperature
• _ig'- 1_ shOWs the tgmperature prOfileS obtained in the second firir_g (27 March 1966). The i_!' !i'._, broad stratopauSe should be noted, but apart from a general increase Over the CIRA 196_ values of

t ._:_' about 10°C the profile is not unusual.

• _ V'inds

!'_ Th--'_zona'| Wind profile is given in Fig, i_ at.d, as would be expected ires a March firing, thls

_ _,_:"_ component is predominantly westerly, reac.hing a maximum value of about 45 m/s at about 55 ks.
_!, _ The meridional component shown in Fig. 16 exhibits the oscillatory character observed in the

'!i ! previous firing.

........: REHBAR Xlll- _6.4.66

._ T.M.A. Wind
_'_":_,! The wind profile from TMA r_presented in Fig. I? indicates that the wind steadily decreased

• _ii:! between 96 km and 99 km from about 60 m/S to 40 m/s. Then it sharply increased to 103 m/s at 103

_. _._ kms. which was the principal maximum in this case. In general the principal maximum occurs bet-
', Ween 100 and I05 km and iS characterised by strong wind _hears. The wind speed above the principal

":_r':_ maximum decreased to abou_ 40 m/s at I15 km but rose, again, to 71 m/s at I_I ks, ,I _IP

_i: The direction o_ the transport vector was initi_liy dlrected to ENE but changed to ESE at the • ..::_
-_..... principal maximum. It changed, again, to N]_ at 111 km and finally became SSE at I_-I ks.

i_i In the sodium vapour experiment conducted on May 7, 17_'/ the principal maximum reported by '/-" :',_
/'_ M.S. Ahmad (18) was 111 m/s at 10Z ks. The direction of the transport vector at the principal maxi- '" '

','I mum was HE in this experiment, whereas in the TMA experiruent it was ESE. ,'_

_ REHBAR XIV - _9. II. _?.

T. M.A. Wind "_-_ "
-_"_ The wind profile based on TMA trail, represented in Fig. 18, shows that the wind at 94 km is

42 m/s, but decreases to l? m/s at 98 ks. Thereafter the rise in wind speed becomes rather steep
with 98 m/s wind recorded at 108.5 ks. AbOve that level the wind steadily decreases t.o ?5 m/8 at
110 km and to 7 m/s at 115 ks. It shows a slight rise above that level.

The direction of transport vector is SE to begin with, but steadily changes to NW at the princi-
pal maximum. It becomi._s west at Ill km and steadily backs to SSE at ll5 ks.

' The result from this firing whe'n compared to the sodium firing conducted in May 1967 (lg}
brings out some interesting features. The principal maximum in spring and autumn is located at
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105 ks, From the meagre data so far available it appears that the wind speed at the principal
maximum usually exceeds I00 m/s, Comparing, the results from the spring and autumn firings a ma-

Jor change has been observed in the direction o£ the transport vector, In, May the direction of the
i transport vector at the principal maximum is E or NE, whereas in November it is directed to NW.

This seems to be the major difference bctwecr, the spring and autumn wind circulation in the meso-

sphere in subtropics.

The results from the abov_ grenade launchings have been presented at COSPAR International

Space Science Symposia and have been published in SPACE RESEARCH VIII (19) and X (20), The data
of Grenade/TMA are given in Annex-I. I'

CONCLUSION ,_

The grenade-TMA firings conducted in 1965-67 bring out the following important features re- !_
garding the stratospheric circulation in the subtropics:

', I, The temperature pattern during the month of March/April at Sonmianl is characterised by
' i higher temperature than the corresponding CIRA 196_ value. This increase in the temperature

varies considerably from firingto firingfrom as low a value as 7°C and as high a value as 23°C, "_

#_ 2, Double maxima in temperature has often been observed in Sonmiani during spring. Major

. . ;,', changes in temperature profile have been observed over a period of 72 hours.' i,i 3, In M_trch the zonal Wind is predominantly westerly reaching a maximum value of about 45 I!)i m/s at 55 ks.

,.i 4, The meridional component exhibits oscillatory character between 45 and 60 kms,The diurnal

_ _ changes in the meridional component above 50 km were observed as reported in the earlier/

!i _udi- Dart fi ring,

i 5. The change from winter westerlies to summer easterlies first occurred around 50 km dur-
Ing April and gradually affected higher levels as the month progressed. By May the summer

! pattern was fairly well established.

_! 6, The height of the principal maxima at Sonmiani is located at 105 + 5 ks. In autumn the wind
! at the principal maxima is below I00 m/s and is directed to NW, in spring it is of the order of
1 I18 m/s but directed to E or NE.I
i 0
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_ ANNEX- I

REHBAR 7 - APRIL 29, 1965

;_ H DELTAH U SIGMAU V SIGMAV C SIGMAC T SIGMAT

2
_ 30.73 4.03 0.9 2.4 -9.6 4.7 293.8 1.8 214.8 2.6

34.93 4.39 I.I 1.9 -9.6 3.6 309.4 1.4 238.2 2.1 _V

) 38.41 2.57 4.8 3.7 -4.6 6.9 319.7 2.7 254.3 4.3

41.39 3.39 0.2 2.6 -0.9 4.8 331,8 1.9 273.9 3.1

p:

45.67 5.16 -2.7 2.I 1.0 3.9 328.3 1.6 268.1 2.6

_; 50.80 5.10 10.8 2.8 14.4 5.1 343.8 2.1 294.0 3.6

}°.

_ 55.50 4.30 -8.7 4.6 8.0 8.4 331.4 3.6 273.3 6.0 il
i"

",, 58.92 2.55 -19.1 7.6 26.6 13.9 313.0 6.0 243.7 9.4

_/ REHBAR II - MARCH 24, 1966

_ 32.05 3.67 -8.3 1.8 6.9 3.Z 305.4 I.I 232. I I.6

, 35.11 2.44 -12.7 2.7 8.1 4.6 324.8 1.6 262.4 2.6 !
37.53 2.41 -II.3 2.5 I0. I 4.2 327.7 1.5 267.1 2.4

_°:I 40.45 3.43 -8.8 2.4 20.8 4.9 327.8 1.7 267.3 2.7

43.31 2.28 20.5 4.1 -_0.2 8.0 315.0 2.7 246.9 4.3

_!! 45.54 2.19 -5.5 3.2 -8.3 5.3 327.3 1.9 266.5 3.1

: 47.71 2.14 -4.7 4.4 -3.1 7,2 332.7 2.6 275.3 4.3

_ 49.83 2.10 -I.7 5.5 3,1 9.0 333.2 3.3 276,2 5.5

51.90 2.03 -6.6 7.7 -0 .4 12.6 327.2 4.7 266.3 7.6
4

-- _ 53.91 1.98 21.5 7.6 -31.6 12.3 313.9 4.6 245.2 7.2

55.86 1.93 13.2 3.6 -34.6 5.8 318.5 2.2 2'52.3 3.5

57.76 1.88 -9.0 2.6 -36.5 4.2 320.6 1.6 255.6 2.6 " -

59.62 1.84 -II.9 5.3 -72,8 8.4 298.5 3.3 221.6 4.8

I"
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REHBAR X2 - MARCH 27, X966

H DELTAH U SIGMAU V SIGMAV C SIGMAC T SIGMAT

37.77 3.03 -12.0 2.8 -6.1 4.4 322.3 1,4 258.4 2.3 1_'
!

40.74 2.91 -4.8 4.3 -2.6 6.8 326.5 2.2 265.2 3.6 i_j

43.64 2.89 -2.9 5.0 -I0.2 7.9 332.7 2.6 275.3 4.3

46.51 2.84 -6.8 4.3 -18.7 6.7 333.7 2.2 277.0 3.7 :I

49.32 2.78 -7.5 3.8 -16.4 5.9 333.0 2.0 275.8 3.3 i:

m. I

52.10 2.78 3.1 5.2 -20.6 7.9 333.0 2.7 275.8 4.5
j. 1

54.82 2.67 7.5 6.1 -49.7 9.4 328.1 3.2 267.8 5.3 i'_

i 1" 57.54 2.76 -4.0 4.2 -48.7 6.4 326.1 2.2 264.6 3.6

" _i 60.25 2.67 -19,1 4.7 -47.1 7.0 323.4 2.5 260.1 4.0

: 63.51 3.85 -26.0 4.1 -42.3 6.2 315.0 2.2 246.9 3.5

_i 66.70 2.54 -4.4 7.5 -38.2 10.9 306.3 4.0 233.4 6.1
i

69.87 3.80 2.3 5.4 -14.0 8.0 308.4 2.9 236.6 4.5 i '"

75.94 4.17 6.2 2.8 -3.8 4.2 298.0 1.6 220.9 2.4

81.27 2.30 25.7 I0, I 49.5 15.1 299.8 5.7 223.6 8.5

i!

'1

ri

2:

t_

{

°.
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REHBAR 14 - NOVEMBER 29, 1967

Height (kin) Wind Speed Direction Transport Vector
(m/s) (degrees)

93.80 43.29 162.50

94.00 41.76 163.30 *,

95.00 33.54 169..70

96.00 26.04 181.I0

97.00 19.60 199.36 i_

98.00 16.98 227.49 ii

99.OC 18.92 257.80

i - I00.O0 24.68 276.90I01.00 32.57 287.88

'_ 102.00 40.71 294.68

•_ 103.00 49.24 299.17

} 104.00 58.52 303.15

105.00 67.83 305.I0

:': 106.00 76.40 307.02

i 107.O0 85.42 308.34

_i 108.00 94.17 309.18

108.50, 98.51 309.61

t

_i 109.00 90.34 308.71

: II0.00 74.79 307.94

_! III.00 59.40 306. I0

I12. O0 44. I0 302.97I13.00 28.17 297.48
P

! 14, O0 13.82 282.53 .

115. O0 7.64 191.31

116. O0 20.59 150.95

II6.40 27.12 147.19 _-
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" ANNEX- [I

k
t: MEMORANDUM OF .UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE

5:_ PAKISTAN SPACE & UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH 'i_
COMMITTEE, THE BRITISH NATIONAL COMMITTEE

_'_ :_.
_ ON SPACE ,XESEARCH, AND THE UNITED STATES .,

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADMINISTRATION

: The Pakistan* Space & Upper Atmosphere Research Committee (SUPARCO), the British Na- :,'_,

_ tional Committee on Space Research (BNCSR)dand the United States National Aeronautics & Space Ad- +_
"_.' ministration (NASA) affirm their mutual interest in obtaining wind, temperature and other meteorolo- _

:_ gical information between 50 and 150 kilometers by rocket soundings using the 'grenade'. technique, i"'_
These agencies agree to cooperate in a joint project of Iaunchings from Sonmiani Beach, Pakistan,dur-

• ! ing the International Quiet Sun Year.

'_ Each agency will use its best efforts to discharge the following responsibilities;

I. SUPARCO res]_onsibilities

_,,.. a) Coordinate conduct of experiments.
::. h) Prepare and operateilaunching site and associated facilities,
_." c) Assemble and launch sounding rocket vehicles.

._ _'_ d) Reduce resulting data.

2, BNCSR responsibilities
;_. a) Assist in the conduct of experiments.
• b) Provide six 'grenade' payloads compatible with the NASA Nike-Cajun or Nike-Apache ':
i vehicle.

c) Provide on loan, all special ground equipment needed, including twelve microphones,

_ one recorder, four or five cameras, and two flash detectors.
_ d) Train SUPARCO personnel in the acquisition and reduction of the meteorological data
• and in the operation and maintenance of U, K. - supplied equipment,
'_':, e) Provide, as feasible, continuing technical assistance in the operation and maintenance

of U.K. - supplied equipment.

_. NASA responsibilities
a) Provide six Nike-Cajun or Nike-Apache vehicles (these include two Cajuns already

_,:: supplied)
i b) Provide, as feasible, continuing technical assistance in the operation and maintenance

_ of U. S, equipment previously loaned under cooperative agreements between the U.S.

._, and Pakistan, which wlll be utilised in this programme,

_ "_" Each agency will bear the cost of discharging its respective responsibilities including travel by
its personnel and the transportation of the equipment which is its responsibility,

Each agency will designate a Project Manager to assure proper coordination with the others,

_. Copies of the raw data obtained will be the common property of all three parties, reduced data
will be made available to the three parties within 5 months, and all results will be publlshed in open
literature or otherwis_ made available to the world scientific community,
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:: Amendment to Memorandum o£ Understanding
' By B. N. C. S.R

1. NASA to provide two grenade payloads compatible with Nike-Cajun if arrangements can be
made for these to be launched in spring 1965 in which case BNCSR will undertake to replace these pay-
loads with similar ones acceptable to NASA.

2. Delete 2(c) and replace by "Provide on loan eight microphones and associated recording
equipment an& two flash _/etector".

For the Pakistan Space & Upper Atmosphere
Research Committee

Sd/- I.H. USMANI

''_' For the National Aeronautics & Space Administration

_,i Sd/- Hugh L. Dryden

L

I

For the British National Committee on Space Research

_I Sd/- H.S.W Massey1 '
1
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